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Abstract—Currently, Android smartphones have dominated
the distribution of mobile devices around the world. Then,
with high demands for Android programming jobs, large
numbers of schools, universities, and professional training
institutions offer related courses. The Android Programming
Learning Assistance System (APLAS) has been developed to
accommodate independent and automatic assisting learning for
students to learn Android programming by adopting test-driven
development (TDD) method. APLAS offers learning materials
to systematically study Android programming through solving
topics with four stages and provides features for automatic
validation of the student’s answers by running given test codes.
However, a platform to support various activities of teachers for
handling a lot of students in the courses is not implemented yet,
and it made their load become very high. This paper presents
the proposal of online platform in APLAS for distributing
the learning materials, collecting the student’s answers, and
validating them, based on a web application system. By using
Gradle, a validator program was developed for running the
test codes automatically in the server when a new answer is
submitted. A comprehensive evaluation has been applied by
asking 60 undergraduate students in an Indonesian university to
use the online platform, solve three APLAS learning topics, and
submit the answers. The results showed that the three functions
worked properly, and the validation process of 183 submissions
from all students delivered correct results on the server. The
stability, robustness, effectiveness, performance, and security of
the online platform were confirmed by analyzing the data of
users’ activities and validation results. The significant reduction
in processing time on all three functions also confirmed its
effectiveness and improvement. Finally, the students’ feedback
proved its usability.

Index Terms—APLAS, Android programming, automatic
validation, web application, online platform, unit testing
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I. INTRODUCTION

IN this era of mobility, smartphones have become more
popular than personal computers (PCs) [1][2]. In 2019,

more than 1.5 billions smartphones were sold to end-users
while around 260 millions PCs were sold [3]. This amount
is estimated to increase in the following years continously.

Among operating systems for smartphone devices, An-
droid has become at the top compared to other operating
systems. Latest evidence shows that over 70% of smart-
phone devices in the entire world used Android as the
main operating system[4]. Besides, Google Play as the main
distribution service site for Android applications becomes
the most demanding store of mobile applications. It actually
covers at least 2.5 million Android apps at the beginning of
2020 [5].

In connection with these facts, the demand for Android
application programmers is continuing to increase. Currently,
Android application programmer becomes one of the most
wanted jobs in various industrial sectors, especially in IT
[6]. With this demand, large numbers of schools, universities,
and professional training institutions have carried out some
courses specific to Android programming, despite the fact
that programming skills are very important in IT field [7].

To master a programming language for students, a tool
or a system to study it by themselves is useful and often
indispensable. Therefore, to assist students studying An-
droid programming independently, the Android Programming
Learning Assistance Systems (APLAS) has been developed
[8] that provides assignments to students in several learning
topics and accommodates them to validate the answers
instantly and automatically.

In APLAS, student has to use Android Studio to ac-
complish the assignment answers. The adoption of test-
driven development (TDD) method [9][10] enables students
to confirm the correctness by running the given test codes
without manual checking by teachers. APLAS uses together
JUnit [11] and Robolectric [12] to apply unit testing for the
source codes in student’s answers that are written by Java
and XML.

However, we did not implement the platform to support
various activities of teachers to handle a lot of students in
programming courses which made their load becomes very
high. A teacher needs to distribute several files of learning
materials which include guide documents, supplement files,
and test codes for each of 13 learning topics to the students
manually [8]. The teacher also needs to collect and validate
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answers from students. Each learning topic in APLAS con-
sists of 8 to 12 tasks, where each of them consists of some
test codes. Thus, in the case of a class that has 50 students,
the teacher must run more than 400 test codes to confirm
the correctness of all students’ answers for only one topic.
This circumstance causes difficulties for a teacher to apply
APLAS in his/her class [13].

In this paper, we propose an online platform based on
web application system for APLAS which offers three func-
tions including distributing the learning materials, collecting
the student’s answers, and validating them automatically.
It offers interactive user interfaces on web browser, adopts
database system using MySQL in the server to store learning
data and source codes from students, and provides a validator
program to validate the source codes by running test codes
automatically in the server.

As an essential part of this platform, the validator program
is implemented by Java as a thread program. It utilizes an
advanced build tool, Gradle [14], to handle the compiling
and building process of the source codes in the form of an
Android project and perform unit testing by running the test
codes on Java Virtual Machine with Android SDK library
[15]. As a thread program, the validator program runs as a
background process because it always runs as long as the
server is on. When it detects a new answer submission from
a student which contains several source codes, it will validate
them and automatically store the results in the database.

To apply a comprehensive evaluation, we asked 60 un-
dergraduate students in an Indonesian university to use it
by solving three APLAS learning topics[16][17][18] and
submitting the answers, then analyzed their activities and
the validation results of their answers. The results show that
the online platform delivered correct results in validating
all students’ answers. The students properly obtained the
learning materials and submitted their answers using web
browsers, and the validator program correctly completed
the validations of 183 students’ answers on the server. The
time for students to solve the three topics was improved
compared to the former studies. This online platform was
also compatible with various web browsers that are used
by students. The effectiveness of the three functions was
also confirmed that this platform could reduce the teacher’s
load and eliminate the main problem in the learning process
with APLAS. Performance on answer validation is better
than the manual validation process which produces longer
times. The system security in three aspects is also confirmed,
including system protection, information authorization, and
data protection. Finally, the 60 students gave mostly positive
opinions in using this platform.

The sections of this paper are arranged as follows: Sec-
tion I explains the background and the brief introduction of
this research. Section II presents published research related
to this paper. Section III shows the review of APLAS as
a self-learning system for Android programming learning.
Section IV presents the proposal of online platform for
APLAS. Section V explains the implementation of online
platform based on web applications with the three functions.
Section VI shows the automation of the validation process
by validator program. Section VII evaluates the effectiveness
of the proposal. Finally, Section VIII concludes the results
of this research and presents our future works.

II. RELATED WORKS IN LITERATURE

This section presents the discussion on related research in
literature to this paper.

A. Automatic Validation
Several papers reported automatic validations of student

answer codes for independent programming studies [19].
Funabiki et. al. presented a web-based Java programming

learning assistant system or JPLAS in 2013 for assisting stu-
dents learning Java programming [20]. JPLAS utilizes JUnit
as a unit testing framework to implement answer validation
on source codes in Java from students. Some improvements
for student’s learning method for Java programming were
also implemented [21].

In 2014, Yulianto et al. presented a source code analyzer
for automatic grading of student’s programming assignments
namely SCAGrader [22]. This application consists of a Java-
based auto grader engine and a web application for user
interface.

Staubitz et. al. proposed a platform based on web appli-
cation in 2016, called CodeOcean [23]. It is used to support
practices in any programming courses and must be applied
in MOOCs to support teachers in preparing practices for
students in learning programming. By using unit testing, the
student’s results can be graded instantly.

In 2019, a tool has been proposed by Khan et. al.,
called AUTOGRADER, to determine the validity of student’s
answers on programming tasks automatically[24]. It can
measure semantical differences between the code and the
reference, and decrease the teacher’s efforts in defining test
suites to make the grading impeccable.

B. Online Platform
Several papers reported online platforms to manage pro-

gramming learning materials and results for teachers and
students.

In 2010, a web-based system for learning web program-
ming and design with a programming language has been
introduced by Köse [25]. It creates a prototype of the
learning management system (LMS) for programming and
can integrate the roles of teachers and students. Additionally,
Daehnhardt et. al. also presented with semantic web [26].

Bosnić et. al. presented ORVViS, a feature for Moodle as
the most popular LMS. It is intended to confirm source codes
as assignment answers from students [27]. The function for
automatic validation of source codes is not provided by this
feature.

In 2014, a system to provide an interactive examination
for programming courses has been developed by Yang et. al.
[28].

In 2015, Hayashi et. al. introduced a model for collabora-
tive learning on programming courses by adopting the flipped
classroom [29].

Hundt et. al. presented an interactive web application sys-
tem called SAUCE (System for AUtomated Code Evaluation)
to learn parallel programming [30].

In 2017, Su et. al. introduced an application based on the
web application to assist learning on programming concepts
using scratch tool [31]. The material for object-oriented
programming concept is also provided by this application
[32].
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C. Android Programming Learning Platform

Some papers reported implementations of Android pro-
gramming learning platforms.

In 2017, Kang et. al presented Android programming
education using on MIT App Inventor that based on scratch
[33].

Rekhawi et al. developed an intelligent tutoring system
based on web application. Similar to MOOC, it offers lessons
on various topics of Android application development [34].

Amalfitano et. al. introduced jugular, a technique to detect
explored GUI components during the utilization of applica-
tion [35].

In 2020, Zhao et. al. proposed APIHelper, a tool that
enables junior programmers to learn Android API by man-
aging various APIs in the Android application [36]. They
focused on APIs related to permission, energy-consuming,
and advertising.

III. REVIEW OF ANDROID PROGRAMMING LEARNING
ASSISTANCE SYSTEM

This section reviews APLAS as self-learning system for
Android programming and its drawbacks on the previous
studies[8][18].

A. Overview

APLAS is an automatic assisting learning and self-learning
system that focuses on Android programming learning using
Android Studio. By using a practical learning approach,
it provides assignments that must be solved by students.
By adopting the test-driven development (TDD) method
[10][37], any assignment’s answers from students can be
validated automatically without manual checking by teacher.
The validation of assignment’s answers that consist of source
codes in Java and XML is performed by applying the testing
process. The answer codes are checked by running test
codes that were granted for the specific assignment. APLAS
performs two types of testing, namely, unit testing and
integration testing, based on Model View Presenter (MVP)
model [38]. The JUnit[39] is adopted for unit testing, and
Robolectric is used for integration testing [12][40].

Android Studio, the main Integrated Development Envi-
ronment (IDE) for developing Android applications[36], is
used by students to write the source codes. By default, it is
integrated with Android SDK [41], a package of libraries de-
veloped by Google to compile source code become Android
application. It requires writing source codes by combinations
of Java codes and XML codes. By running on Java Virtual
Machine with JDK 8, as presented in Figure 1, APLAS
supports major operating systems such as Windows, Linux,
and Mac OS.

B. Learning Materials

APLAS provides 13 learning topics to cover a wide range
of Android programming subjects. As illustrated in Figure 2,
one learning topic has an application for assignment and
several tasks to solve the assignment step by step. One task
represents a primitive assignment with a specific learning
objective.

For each learning topic, the teacher provides a package
of learning materials that consist of guide documents, test

Fig. 1. Software architecture of APLAS.

Fig. 2. Structure of learning materials in APLAS.

codes, and supplement files. The guide document is intended
to direct the student in solving one task of the learning
topic. It contains learning objectives, required specifications
of hardware and software required for solving the learning
topic and guidance on how to achieve the task. The test codes
are provided to confirm the correctness of source codes by
running them on Android Studio. The supplement files cover
the additionally required files for the assignment, such as
fonts, images, video, and styles resources.

C. Learning Process by Teacher and Students
The learning process of APLAS contains three stages:
1) Distribution: In the classroom, the teacher will dis-

tribute the learning materials by using a flash disk or sending
emails to his/her students. Then, students will read the guide
documents using a PDF reader software, and develop source
codes for the assignments using Android Studio, as shown
in Figure 3.

2) Collection: After solving the assignments, the teacher
will collect their answers by asking students to send the
zipped Android project folder by using a flash disk or sending
an email. Then, he/she must copy or download them to
his/her PC and unzip them.

3) Validation: To confirm the correctness of students’
answers, the teacher needs to read and check the source
codes. Here using Android Studio, he/she must open the
Android project folder, and verify the source codes using
the test codes.

D. Unit Testing for Validation
In developing software or application, unit testing per-

forms an essential role to verify the achievement of the ex-
pected specifications in the source code [42][43]. A study[40]
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Fig. 3. Learning environment in APLAS.

confirmed JUnit and Roboletric as the main Java-based test-
ing frameworks for Android applications. Another study[44]
shows similar results that confirm the highly adopted of
JUnit[45] and Robolectric as the testing tools for Android
programming. Robolectric is used to simulate an Android
application using shadow objects and cause the unit testing
is possible to implement on the Android environment.

As shown in Figure 4, Java source codes can be directly
tested by JUnit using assertion methods. However, the com-
ponents that are specific to Android applications, such as UI
components, the Activity class, the Content Provider, and the
application’s resources, cannot be directly tested by JUnit.
The Gradle, a build tool, must build and integrate them as
Java classes, then Robolectric will generate Shadow objects,
the Java objects as the simulation of the Android application
running on Java Virtual Machine environment, instead of
running on a smartphone device or emulator. Then, on the
Shadow objects, JUnit performs testing that makes Android
application testing becomes faster [46].

Fig. 4. Validation process of Android project.

E. Encountered Problems

In this subsection, we describe problems encountered in
the previous implementations of APLAS.

1) Interactions between Teachers and Students: In the
previous implementation of APLAS, there is no platform
for assisting the interactions between teachers and students.
Thus, several procedures in the learning process were per-
formed manually, which drastically increases the teacher’s

load to deal with a lot of students. Then, a platform is
essential to integrate the functions that can be used by
teachers and students.

2) Problem at Learning Material Distributions: The man-
ual distribution of learning materials of 13 learning topics to
students becomes more difficult for teacher. For 32 files in
each topic, the teacher must deliver more than 400 files with
sizes of more than 100 MB. He/she also has to prepare them
in structured folders. The distribution by email produced a
size limitation problem and by flash disk affected students’
queue in the copying process. Additionally, distribution by
flash disk does not support online courses.

3) Problem at Answer Collection: To collect assignment’s
answers, the teacher asks his/her students to zip them and
submit them by using a flash disk or sending emails. Col-
lecting by flash disk produced a queue in the classroom at the
copying process and prone to mistakes. Collecting by sending
emails also caused a problem in the limitation of attachment
file size and the rejection of source code files by its antivirus.
After receiving the files of assignment’s answers, the teacher
must copy or download them to PC and unzip them one by
one to become an Android project.

4) Problem at Answer Validation: To validate the stu-
dent’s answers, the teacher must copy and open first them
on Android Studio one by one. Then, he/she must run the
test codes one by one, and check the results manually. These
processes take a long time due to synchronizing and building
processes on Android Studio. The process of validating a
student’s answer using 12 test codes needs at least 32 mouse
clicks and 18 minutes. If there are 50 students, 1,600 mouse
clicks must be performed, and 15 hours must be spent to
finish all the validation procedures for a topic. Additionally,
the teacher must save the validation results by writing them
in a file.

IV. PROPOSAL OF ONLINE PLATFORM FOR APLAS

This section explains the proposal of online platform of
APLAS to fix the encountered problems in the previous
version.

A. Overview

To integrate the functions in distribution, collection, and
validation process by teachers and students, we propose an
online platform to make the learning process with APLAS
easier. This online platform can simplify the distribution
of learning materials to students by teacher, collection of
answers and source codes from students, and validation
process of source codes. Using the web application, students
can efficiently acquire specific learning materials and use
them for learning on their PCs. Then, they can submit the
answers using the web application and get the validation
results instantly. Moreover, the teacher can monitor his/her
students’ learning progresses and students can check their
learning achievements.

B. Client-server Model

The client-server model is applied for the online platform,
as presented in Figure 5. The server-side provides the web
application system that can be accessed by teachers and
students. For students, a client-side is a PC that is used to
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access the web application by using a web browser and solve
the assignments by using Android Studio.

C. Operation Flows of Online Platform

Figure 5 shows the operation flows of the online platform
consisting of the client-side for student’s PC and the server-
side. The following procedure is conducted for each learning
topic:

• Teacher uploads the learning materials for the topic to
distribute them to the students.

• Each student downloads the learning materials and
solves the assignments in them by writing Java, XML,
or DSL of Gradle source codes using Android Studio
on his/her PC.

• Student validates the source codes using the test codes
in the materials on Android Studio.

• Student submits the answer codes and the learning
reports to teacher using the web application.

• The answer codes are validated automatically on the
server-side and the results are stored in the database.

• The teacher and the student access the results using the
web browser.

D. Functions of Online Platform

As the main part of online platform, the server-side has
three functions.

1) Online Distribution: The online platform is used to
distribute learning materials to students through the web
application system. Teacher can upload the packages of the
learning materials to the server, which contain guide docu-
ments, supplement files, and the test codes that are necessary
to solve the assignments. Then, students can download them.
This function is essential to deliver a lot of files from teacher
to students safely and easily.

2) Online Collection: The online platform is used to
collect the answers on any assignments from students through
the web application system. The assignment’s answers for a
learning topic include several source codes of Java codes,
XML codes, or DSL for Gradle configuration. The students
can upload them and the teacher can directly access them.
The teacher does not need to download them, where he/she
can see them through the web application. This function is
used to simplify the collection process of student’s answers.

3) Online Validation: The online platform is used to
automate the validation process of assignment’s answers on
the server by validator program, which can save the loads
of validating assignment’s answers from a lot of students
manually. After the validation, both the teacher and the
student can get validation results directly through the web
application.

V. IMPLEMENTATION OF WEB-BASED ONLINE
PLATFORM

This section presents the implementation of web applica-
tion, validator program, and database system of the online
platform for APLAS.

A. Software Architecture

The client-server architecture of the online platform for
APLAS is presented in Figure 6. The client-side is a stu-
dent’s PC that is used to solve the assignments or tasks
using Android Studio and access the server using a web
browser. The server-side is a server system that provides
a web application server, runs the validator program, and
implements the database system to manage any data. Table I
shows the software specification for the implemented online
platform.

TABLE I
SOFTWARE SPECIFICATIONS FOR ONLINE PLATFORM.

section specification
client-side:

IDE Android Studio 4.0, Gradle 6.0.2, Java OpenJDK
1.8, JUnit 4.13, Robolectric 4.2.1

server-side:
Web application
server

Apache server 2.4.29, Laravel 6, PHP 7.4.1

database MySQL 5.7

validator JUnit 4.13, Robolectric 4.2.1, Java OpenJDK 1.8,
Android SDK 26, Gradle 6.0

B. Web Application Server

The web application server offers the interface for the
users. The user authentication function is implemented for
the authorization of three user types, namely, the student,
the teacher, and the administrator. Figure 7 illustrates the
top page, where a Youtube video is prepared to explain how
to start this application, how to start learning with APLAS,
and how to submit the answers.

1) Features for Student: The student has three features
as described in Table II, Start Learning, Submit Answers,
and Validation Results to provide the three functions of
online platform. He/she can get learning materials, submit the
answer codes, and get the validation results of the submitted
answers.

TABLE II
STUDENT’S FEATURES ON THE WEB APPLICATION.

no feature description function
1 Start Learn-

ing
the feature to explore and download
learning materials

Distribution

2 Submit An-
swers

the feature to submit the answer
codes

Collection

3 Validation
Results

the feature to check results of an-
swer’s validation

Validation

2) Features for Teacher: The teacher has five features as
described in Table III, Classrooms, Student Member, Learn-
ing Topic, Assignment Results, and Completeness to provide
the three functions and classroom management. He/she can
get manage classroom, submit the answer codes, and get the
validation results of the submitted answers.

C. Database System

MySQL, as a reliable relational database system [26], is
adopted to store and manage the data in APLAS. The entities
related to learning management involve Users, Classroom,
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Fig. 5. Operation flows of online platform on client-side and server-side.

Fig. 6. Software architecture.

Fig. 7. Top page of online platform.

Learning topics, Learning tasks, Learning stages, Topic files,
and Test codes. The entities related to learning process
include Student submissions, Learning evidence, Submission
files, and Validation results. In addition, there are default ta-
bles from Laravel used for the web application management.

In APLAS, a student needs to submit related files to the
assignment, such as the pictures for learning evidence and

the files in the developed Android project folder including
the Java source codes, the project manifest file, the resource
files with XML codes, and the Gradle configuration. These
files are uniquely renamed and are stored in the folder in
the server that is accessible to the web application and the
validator program.
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TABLE III
TEACHER’S FEATURES ON THE WEB APPLICATION.

no feature description function
1 Classrooms the feature to create a new classroom

for students
Distribution

2 Student
Member

the web page to show the list of the
students and their achievements in
solve the assignments

Distribution

3 Learning
Topic

the feature to create and manage
learning materials which can be used
by students

Distribution

4 Assignment
Results

the feature to see the submission of
answers from each student and check
the source codes

Collection

5 Completeness the page to see the completeness of
each student in solving the given
topics in APLAS

Validation

D. Validator Program

Validator program is the thread program written with Java
and runs as a background job on Linux operating system
[48]. It is an important part of the server-side to perform
automatic validation of student’s answers. It always runs to
detect a new answer submission and validate it by calling
Gradle to compile the folder containing the Android project
and running every test code to confirm the correctness of
developed source codes in the folder. Gradle will run as a
command-line program and produce output as text messages.

In the validation process, Gradle sets up the configuration
of Android SDK used in the Android project. Then, it
compiles the project by integrating the required components
defined in the ’build.gradle’ file. To run the test codes, Gradle
compiles JUnit and Robolectric libraries, where this valida-
tion process runs in the background without using Android
Studio. The validator program records the test results, the
execution time, the error messages (if occur), and the cause
error messages in the database. They can be checked by both
students and teachers using the web interface.

E. Implementation of Three Functions

In this subsection, we explain the implementation of three
functions in the web-based online platform.

1) Distribution Procedure: By web application, the
teacher can create learning topics for students and upload the
necessary files of guide documents, test codes, supplement
files, and other files if needed. Figure 8 shows an example for
a teacher creating ’B1 - Basic Activity’ topic with uploading
its package of learning materials. Then, the teacher has to
configure tasks in the learning topic by uploading test code(s)
for each task. After that, students can access the new learning
topic and can download its learning materials through the
web application. Figure 9 shows a web page for students
to download the learning materials of ’B1 - Basic Activity’
topic. Then, they can start learning process by developing
source codes for each task that is described in each guide
document, and validates them using the test codes on the
client-side.

2) Collection Procedure: After solving a learning topic,
a student needs to submit the learning report and the assign-
ment answers. The learning report includes validation status
(passed or failed), duration time for the task completion (in

min.), learning evidence (image files for test code results),
and comments on solving tasks if any. He/she also needs to
submit source codes in the developed Android project folder.
They are Java source code, XML source code, and DSL of
Gradle configuration. Figure 10 shows the interface to submit
the learning report and the assignment answers of ’B1 - Basic
Activity’ topic.

3) Validation Procedure: When a student submitted the
assignment answers, the validator program will process them.
It executes the related test codes to validate the answers
automatically. The validation results can be presented to the
student and his/her teacher on a web interface. Figure 11
shows the web interface to check the validation results of
’B1 - Basic Activity’ topic with a failure result. There are
passed results from 10 test codes and one failed result from
the test code ’TestB1BasicActivity051.java’ with the reason
for the failure.

VI. ONLINE VALIDATION PROCESS

This section presents the details of automated validation
process by the validator program on server-side.

A. Building Process in Android Application

To test an Android application, a programmer needs to
compile and build the Android project that contains source
codes, related resources, and some dependency libraries.
As illustrated in Figure 12, the building process contains
several steps to produce an APK file, an executable Android
application on Android device.

1) Gradle as Manager: By default, Android Studio uti-
lizes Gradle [49] as an advanced build tool to manage
the automation of building process of Android applications.
Actually, Gradle is not a real compiler. It manages the
process of source code compilations, file links, test codes
running, and packaging for an Android project [42], by
utilizing Android SDK Build Tools [51] as the component
of Android SDK. The Android SDK Build Tools contains
Android Asset Packaging Tool (AAPT) [52] and d8 tool [53].

2) Compilation Process: In the compilation process, the
source codes are transformed into Java classes by the com-
piler of JDK. Then, the d8 tool converts the Java classes into
a DEX (Dalvik Executable) [54] file. By AAPT, the DEX file
and the compiled application’s resources are packaged into
an APK (Android Package) [55] file. In this process, Gradle
and Android SDK can run independently on Android Studio.
Moreover, Gradle can run from command-line to build or test
an Android project.

B. Unit Testing Process

Gradle also conducts unit testing process of Android
project by using Robolectric and JUnit as shown in Figure 13.
It needs a building process before creating tested objects by
Java compiler or Robolectric. Then, JUnit will be used to
perform unit testing on the tested objects. The process will
generate text messages describing the status of test results.
Thus, the unit testing is executed from command-line by the
validator program.
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Fig. 8. Web interface to upload learning materials for distributions by teacher.

Fig. 9. Web interface to access and download learning materials by student.

Fig. 10. Web interface for answer submission.

C. Modules in Validator Program

To automate the validation process of each student’s an-
swer, four modules in Figure 14 are implemented in validator
program.

1) Submission Detector Module: The submission detector
module always checks the data of student’s answer sub-

missions in the database. If a new submission is detected,
this module will create a new folder containing an Android
project that matches its topic. It will set the folder ready to
be tested by copying the associated test codes, copying the
submitted source codes, and making the executable Gradle
script file. Then, the module will inform the path of generated
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Fig. 11. Web interface for checking the validation results.

Fig. 12. Building process of Android project.

Fig. 13. Unit testing process for validation.

Android project folder to executor module.
2) Executor Module: Before the executor module runs the

test codes from submission detector module one by one, it
will first check the configuration of Android project. If it is
found to be incomplete, this module will abort the validation

Fig. 14. Software architecture of validator program.

process and produce an error message for the submission.
Otherwise, it will check the server load. If the current server
load is found to be too high for validation, the process will
halt for one minute and then repeat the checking process.
To execute the test codes one by one, the executor module
will run Gradle command-line. Figure 15 shows a case of a
test code execution with its results that will be sent to parser
module as plain text.

3) Android Project Configuration Check: First, the use of
Android application library in the source codes is checked.
Currently, two types of libraries released by Google as part of
Android SDK are available, namely, Android Support library
and AndroidX library [56]. If library misuses are found in
the source codes, the executor module will correct them.
Then, the attributes of Java source codes, including package
name, import class, and application name, are checked. If
incorrectness is found, the executor module will correct them.
Any incorrectness will be reported as a part of validation
messages.

4) Server Load Check: To compile the Android project,
sufficient resources in server are required. Thus, the executor
module checks the available memory size and CPU rate.
For this purpose, the server administrator must set up the
thresholds on them to run the testing process. In general, the
available CPU rate should be at least 80% and the memory
size is at least 1.5 GB to run a test code by Gradle in
command-line.
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Fig. 15. Results of a test code execution by command-line.

5) Parser Module: The output from the executor module,
as shown in Figure 15, contains four important information
on the validation results including passed test cases, failed
test cases, failed test information, and test results summary.
The parser module extracts the following information in this
figure:

• the red box designates one failed test case whose method
name is ’check 01 Layout Specification’,

• the purple box shows messages related to failed in-
formation produced by JUnit which the attribute of
TextView with id ’myTextView1’ contains an incorrect
height value,

• the green box indicates two passed test cases whose
method names are ’check 02 TextView Properties’ and
’check 03 Button Properties’,

• the blue box summarizes the testing results which con-
tain the test cases number and the failed tests number.

This module will parse the messages to identify each infor-
mation and send them to the data updater module.

6) Data Updater Module: The data updater module will
convert the validation results for each test code sent from
the parser module into SQL format to be stored in the
MySQL database. They include test results for each test
case, messages on failed test cases, a summary of validation
results, and duration of the validation process. After that, as
explained in Figure 13, executor module will run the next
test code. This cycle will be continued until all test codes
in the Android project was executed. Then, both the student
and his/her teacher can access these data of validation results
using the web application immediately.

D. Validation Result Classification

For each test, the TestLogEvent class in Gradle[57] will
output one of six states in Table IV.

Then, they are classified into three statuses in Table V
to simplify the validation results. The Failed status means
that the source code is not correct but can be compiled by
Gradle where it has at least one failed test case. The Passed
status means that there is no failed test case. The Error status

TABLE IV
OUTPUT FROM TestLogEvent CLASS.

State Message
FAILED The test has failed.

PASSED The test has completed successfully.

SKIPPED The test has been skipped.

STANDARD ERROR The test has written a message to standard
error.

STANDARD OUT The test has written a message to standard out.

STARTED The test has started.

means that the Android project has an incorrect code and
Gradle failed to compile the source codes.

TABLE V
STATUS OF VALIDATION RESULT.

Status Condition
Failed The test case has FAILED in Gradle execution.

Passed The test case has PASSED or STANDARD OUT without
FAILED in Gradle execution.

Error The test case has other state.

VII. EVALUATION

In this section, we evaluate the online platform for
APLAS by conducting preliminary testing and implementing
it through applications to 60 undergraduate students who are
taking the Android programming course in an IT department
in Indonesia.

A. Evaluation Setup

First, we describe the setups of evaluations.
1) Server Specification: Table VI presents the hardware

and software specifications of the server in the implemented
platform.

2) Learning Topics and Materials: The three learning
topics of Basic UI, Basic Activity, and Advanced Widgets
were selected for evaluations. For each topic, the learning
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TABLE VI
SERVER SPECIFICATIONS.

Item Specification
Processor AMD Opteron(TM) Processor 6238 4 Core 2.6

GHz.

RAM 11 GB.

Storage 100 GB.

Operating system Linux Ubuntu 18.04.4 LTS.

JVM Java OpenJDK 1.8.

SDK Android SDK Tools 26.

Web server Apache server 2.4.29, Laravel 6, PHP 7.4.1.

Domain aplas.polinema.ac.id

materials using Android Support version and AndroidX
version were prepared to let students learn Android program-
ming using different libraries. Table VII shows the technical
specifications of the three topics.

TABLE VII
TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS OF THREE LEARING TOPICS.

aspects Basic UI Basic Ac-
tivity

Advanced
Widgets

# of tasks 9 9 8

# of JUnit-based test
codes

0 4 0

# of Robolectric-based
test codes

12 7 9

total # of test codes 12 11 9

To help students solve each topic, a Youtube video was
provided to explain how to use APLAS for learning Android
programming. Besides, APLAS provides extended guide
documents were written in the native language to improve
readability.

3) Student Solving Activity: The 60 students accessed
learning materials from a web browser on their PCs and
download the necessary files. Then, they solved each task
in three learning topics using Android Studio, where only
two days were available for each topic. At the first chance,
a student could submit the developed source codes after
completing all the tasks of a learning topic. If he/she cannot
solve some tasks or gets a Failed or Error result, he/she can
solve them and submit the answers again one week later,
which is called the second chance.

B. System Stability

Second, to evaluate the robustness of the online platform,
we asked 60 students to solve three learning topics using
it at the same time. They submitted a total of 183 answers
using web browsers on their PCs. The validation results of
these answers in Table VIII were obtained correctly, where
it shows the number of passed and failed students at the
first and second chances, and the maximum, minimum, and
average solving time by each student.

1) Answer Results: As shown in Table VIII, all of the 60
students successfully solved all the tasks in the three learning
topics before the due date through the two submission
chances. For Basic UI and Basic Activity, they solved all
the tasks at the first chance. For Advanced Widgets, only
two students failed to solve some tasks at the first chance
but passed them at the second chance.

TABLE VIII
STUDENT’S SOLUTION RESULTS.

Topic name Basic UI Basic
Activity

Advanced
Widgets

# of passed / failed students
at first chance

60 / 0 60 / 0 58 / 2

# of passed / failed students
at second chance

0 / 0 0 / 0 2 / 0

min. / max. solving time
(min.)

18 / 275 25 / 422 25 / 290

average solving time (min.) 106.46 174.78 121.47

2) Feedback for Failed Results: The online platform
correctly produces the message that describes the reason of
the error result or the failed result at the validation of each
task. Figure 16 shows their examples. The error result notes
that the validator program cannot find the definitions of
’distList’ and ’weightList’ in the source codes of the Basic
Activity topic. The failed result notes that the ‘TextView’
with the ’clrText’ id displays a wrong text in four test cases,
’check 01 Before Game’, ’check 02 Right Answer’,
’check 03 Wrong Answer’, and ’check 04 No Answer’,
with their incorrectness for the Advanced Widgets topic with
Color Game application. The student can correct the answer
by referring to them.

3) Solving Time: Table VIII shows that the required time
to solve each topic is much different among the students.
The time becomes shorter than the time using the previous
system in [16][17][18].

C. Web Browser Compatibility

Third, we evaluated the web browser compatibility for use
of the online platform. At each access of a student to the
platform server, the accessing time, the web browser name,
the IP address, and the error case were recorded, where a
total of 10,304 accesses were observed. Table IX shows the
browser names, the access percentage, and the failed access
percentage. It shows that Chrome was mostly used by the
students and the seven browsers caused no error.

TABLE IX
WEB BROWSERS HAD BEEN USED BY TEACHERS AND STUDENTS.

Web Browser User Access Error Case
Chrome Desktop 62% 0%

Chrome Mobile 11.55% 0%

Firefox 14.07% 0%

Safari 7.27% 0%

Microsoft Edge 2.62% 0%

Safari Mobile 1.5% 0%

Opera 0.99% 0%

D. Processing Time Reduction

Fourth, we evaluated the reduction of estimated processing
time on the three functions by teacher in the online platform
by comparing them with the previous methods. Table X
compares the estimated processing time required to distribute
the learning materials in three learning topics to 60 students,
collecting their answers, and validating them by using emails
or flash disks in the previous methods and by using this
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Fig. 16. Error and Failed status of validation result

online platform in this proposal. For the online platform, we
counted the waiting time for the teacher to complete each
operation after taking an action as the processing time.

TABLE X
PROCESSING TIME COMPARISONS BETWEEN PREVIOUS AND PROPOSAL.

previous proposal

media email flash disk online platform
distribution 3 hours 5 hours 1 min.

collection 9 hours 18 hours 0 min.

validation 50 hours 0 min.

1) Improvements in Distribution Process: The processing
time for distributing learning materials to students is only 1
minute by using the online platform. On the other hand, it
was 3 hours by emails and 5 hours by flash disks. The use
of emails caused a lot of loads to teacher in sending learning
materials to students and collecting their answers, in addition
to the file size limitation problem at file attachments. The use
of flash disks made students queue in the classroom to copy
their answers one by one to the teacher’s PC.

2) Improvements in Collection Process: The processing
(waiting) time by teacher for collecting answers from stu-
dents becomes zero, because the teacher does not need to
download them from server. The students’ answers will be
validated on server automatically. On the other hand, it was
9-18 hours by using emails or flash disks.

3) Improvements in Validation Process: The processing
time for validating the answers also becomes zero, because
they are automatically validated at the server before the
access by the teacher. On the other hand, it was 50 hours
by manually validating them on Android Studio.

E. Answer Validation Performance

Fifth, we evaluated the processing time to validate the
student’s answers on the server of online platform.

1) Test Code Execution Process: At the answer validation,
running the test codes with Gradle can take long CPU times
by synchronizing, integrating, compiling, and running test
code in the Android project. As shown in Figure 12, Ap-
plication module and Dependencies are compiled together to
produce the Java class files [58]. Then, Robolectric intercepts
the execution process [59] and generates the Shadow objects
as a simulation of the Android application on JVM. Finally,

the unit testing by JUnit is performed by running the test
codes.

2) Validation Time of Three Topics: Table XI shows the
test codes number, the test cases number in the test codes, the
minimum, maximum, and average validation time for each
learning topic. The average validation time by the proposal
is shorter than the time by the manual one.

TABLE XI
VALIDATION TIME RESULTS.

Topic name Basic UI Basic
Activity

Advanced
Widgets

# of test codes for JU-
nit

0 4 0

# of test codes for
Robolectric

11 7 9

# of test cases 35 12 39

min / max validation
time (sec.)

319/1346 182/1217 243/1298

average validation
time (sec.)

434.78 293.37 310.92

3) Waiting Time in Getting Validation Results: Figure 17
shows the distribution of the waiting time to obtain the
validation results after submitting the answers among the
183 submissions. To measure the waiting time for each
submission, we calculated the difference between submitting
time and time on getting validation results. The results
of waiting time are relatively long due to the complexity
of testing process of Android application, as illustrated in
Figure 13. In each testing process, Gradle will synchronize,
integrate, compile, and execute the test code in the Android
project [60].

Figure 17 indicates that the waiting time is distributed
unevenly with 374.01 seconds for the average and 244.77
seconds for the standard deviation. 90% of the submissions
spent less than 580 seconds and 10% of them did the
time from 590 seconds to 1368 seconds. Using the k-means
method, they can be clustered into three groups in Table XII.

4) Analysis on Waiting Time Results: To understand the
behavior of validation process, based on results in Table XII,
we investigated the detail of submission data in each cluster.
From the submission data, some attributes could be generated
which comprise the submission time, the time difference
with previous submission, the learning topic of previous
submission, CPU load, and RAM usage during the validation
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Fig. 17. Distribution of validation time of 183 answers from 60 students (seconds)

TABLE XII
CLUSTERING RESULTS OF WAITING TIME DATA USING k-means.

No Range # of Submission. Ave. Time
C1 1190-1368 sec. 9 (5%) 1287.91

C2 573-986 sec. 14 (8%) 752.32

C3 181-557 sec. 160 (87%) 365.19

process. As shown in Figure 18, several characteristics of
each cluster can be obtained as follow:

• C1 represents the cluster where Gradle Wrapper dae-
mon was initiated running for the validation, because it
was terminated from the long idling due to no answer
submissions from students for more than five hours. The
initiation of Gradle Wrapper daemon caused the long
waiting time.

• C2 represents the cluster where Gradle Wrapper dae-
mon continued running but new shadow objects were
generated for the validation.

• C3 represents the cluster where Gradle Wrapper dae-
mon continued running and no new shadow objects were
generated, which made the short time.

Fig. 18. Four steps in validation process

F. System Security

Sixth, we evaluated the system security in three aspects,
including system protection, information authorization, and
data protection, as shown in Table XIII.

1) System Protection: The implemented online platform
allows the public access to the Internet using the HTTP
protocol as the web application system. To avoid access from
unauthorized persons or bot programs[61], it implemented

TABLE XIII
FEATURES TO IMPLEMENT SYSTEM SECURITY.

security aspect features in charge
system protection - user authentication,

- CAPTCHA tool,
- registration verification.

information authorization - web page authorization,
- data authorization

data protection - internal server access
- secured web access
- access rights protection

the user authentication function with the ’Login’ page as the
gate to the system [62]. This login page adopts CAPTCHA
[63] to differentiate the real users and the automated bot
users. All the new students and teachers who want to use the
system need to complete the registration using ‘Registration’
page, which also uses captcha. At the registration, the
registration verification[64] is applied to avoid registering
any unknown user in the registration process. The teacher’s
registration must be verified by administrator and the stu-
dent’s registration must be verified by his/her teacher.

2) Information Authorization: The online platform of
APLAS has three user types of the student, the teacher,
and the administrator. Each of them is allowed to take the
defined role in the system. The user authorization is applied
to avoid access to each web page from any unauthorized
user. The data authorization is also applied to avoid access to
the specific data from any unauthorized user. For instance, a
student can submit his/her answers and check their validation
results specifically, instead of his/her friends’ results.

3) Data Protection: In the online platform, the database
system must be secured at the public access from the Internet
[65]. The database system is set up to prohibit external
access. It permits access from application programs in the
server system. To update and maintain the database system,
the secured web protocol is adopted for exclusive access.
Each program in the online platform has its own right to
access the database to protect it from unauthorized access.

G. User’s Opinions

Last, we evaluated students’ opinions on the online plat-
form. The students were asked to give opinions on the uti-
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lization of the online platform and the learning process using
it for all learning topics. Table XIV shows the percentages of
positive, neutral, and negative opinions from them. A lot of
positive opinions said that this online platform is helpful and
useful for self-learning, especially for developing Android
applications. Negative opinions occupied lower than 10% in
any topic. Thus, the online platform is helpful for students
in learning Android programming.

TABLE XIV
USER’S OPINIONS ON THE THREE TOPICS.

learning topic positive neutral negative
Basic UI 55.4% 40.2% 4.5%

Basic Activity 59.8% 31.5% 8.7%

Advanced Widgets 54.7% 37.9% 7.4%

VIII. CONCLUSION

This paper presented the proposal, implementation, and
comprehensive evaluation of the online platform of APLAS
for distributing the learning materials, collecting and vali-
dating the student’s answers, based on the web application
system. Using the validator program on the server, the test
codes can be run automatically for validation when a new
answer is submitted from a student. By storing data in the
database system, both teachers and students can access the
validation results on the web browser. The evaluation is
conducted by applying this online platform to 60 students
in an Indonesian university. The evaluation results confirmed
the correctness of implemented functions in the web applica-
tion. The results also confirmed the stability, compatibility,
effectiveness, performance, robustness, accessibility, security,
and usefulness of this online platform. It could reduce the
teacher’s load and eliminate the main problem in learning
process with APLAS. For future works, the research will
continue to implement other answer submission methods,
develop the automatic grading function of the student’s
answers, develop an interactive Android UI learning feature,
and provide various interfaces to help teachers in using
APLAS.
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